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Introduction. Let G be a simply connected semisimple Lie
group. Let 0 be its Lie algebra and let fi0 0+ P0 be a Cartan decom-
position of 60, where f0 is a maximal compact subalgebra of fl0. Let us
fix arbitrarily a maximal abelian subalgebra 0 of P0. Let and )- be
the complexifications of 0 and I); respectively. Introduce a lexico-
graphic order in the set of all roots of with respect to - and let
be the set of all positive roots of g.

Fix an element 00 of ; and let ’ be the set of all roots a e
zero at 0 and " the complement of ’ in . Let be the subalgebra
of ; orthogonal to ’. Consider the centralizer S of in G. Let
S be a subgroup of S and let soL, (s e S) be a representation of S
by bounded operaters on a Hilbert space E. If S and L fulfill some
conditions, we can construct canonically a representation of G on a
certain Hilbert space, starting from L (see 1). After F. Bruhat [1]
we call it induced representation of L and denote it by T. He has
studied in [1] a criterion of the irreducibility of T, when L is of
finite-dimensional. Our present purpose is (1) to obtain a sufficient
condition on S and L for the existence of the characters of both L
and T, and (2) to express the character of T by that of L in the
form of summation. This has been done in very special cases in [2],
[3], and [4(b)].

1. Induced representations. Let c0 be the center of o and put
-[0, f0], then 0--c0+. For any a e , let fi be the set of all ele-
ments x of which fulfill

[, x]=()x ( e -).
Put = , ’- , 0- 0, and -’g0. Then 0 and are

a a
subalgebras of fi0. Let K, H-, D, K’, N, and N’ be the analytic sub-
groups of G corresponding to f0, , c0, , 0, and respectively. Then
G=NH-K is Iwasawa decomposition of G.

We assume that the subgroup S fulfills that
S(D Z)SS,

where S is the connected component of the identity element of S and
Z is the center of G. Moreover we assume on L that Lz is a scalar
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multiple of the identity operator 1 on E for every z e D Z.
Now let us construct explicitely the representation T. Put

F--N’S, then F is a closed subgroup of G and N’ is normal in F.
Put -KS, then F=NH-, and therefore G-FK (see [1]). If
an element g e G has two expressions g-zu-y’u’ (7", ’ e F, u, u’ e K),
there exists an element e such that y’=Z$, u’--u. For any
g e G, let (g) be the unique element of such that g e N exp((g))K
and define

fl(g) exp { n.a(h(g))}, ( 1 )

where n.-dimc9.. For any g e G, let F(g) be the unique element
c0 such that g e NH exp(F(g))K’. Then there exists uniquely two real-
valued linear unctions and ’ on c0 such that

Lz- exp {(, + --1 ,’)(F(z))}l ( 2 )
or every z e D Z. Denote by K* the actor group K/D Z and let
du* (u*e K*) be the normalized Haar measure on K* such that

.du*-
1.

Let be the set of all functions on K with values in N which
fulfill the following three conditions

(a) f()-Lf() for any e K, e
(b) (f(), a) is measurable on K for every e N, where ( )de-

notes the inner roduet of N;

(e) [ (f(), f())e-(r(d* <
K*

Note that the function ()-(f(), f())e-(r( satisfies that ()
p() ( K, D Z) and therefore may be considered as a func-

tion on K* and then is measurable on K* from (b). Introduce in
the inner roduet

(Z, f)- (N(), f())e-(r(d* ( 8
K*

and identify two functions f and f i f()-f() for almost all
hen we obtain a Hilbert saee L(K).
or every g G, define T as follows. Pirst extend the repre-

sentation L of S to tha of F-N’S by utting L-I for every
N’. Let9-r’(r F, e K). Poranyf

hen i is not dieult to rove tha T is well-defined for any
and gT defines actually a representation of G on L(K). If is
unitary, T is also unitary. If L and L are opologieally equivalent,
T and T are also toologieally equivalent.

Z. Existence of the characters. Le A be a bounded operator
on a severable Hilbert saee . A is called summable if there exists
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a complete orthonormal system a, a:, a, of J( such that

t,J=l

Let o be the set of all equivalent classes of finite-dimensional ir-
reducible representations of =. For any e o, let E() be the set of
all vectors a in E such that (La;@ e =} spans a finite-dimensional
vector space on which L ( e =) operate as a multiple of a represent-
ation of class . Denote by C(S) the st of all functions on S which
are indefinitely differentiable and vanish outside some compact sets.
Difine for x e C:(S),

L= IsLx(s)ds’
where ds is a Haar measure on S. (ds is two-sided invariant, because
S is reductive and the index [S:S(D Z)] is finite.) Analogously we
define T2 for any x e C(G). We can prove the following lemma after
Harish-Chandra [4(a)].

Lemma 1. Suppose that L fulfills
(L1) dim E()<Nd()

for any e w, where N is a constantindependent of and d() is the
dimension of a representation of class . Then L is summable for
any x e C(S) and the mapping x-Sp(L) is a distribution on S in
the sense of L. Schwartz (this distribution is called the character of
L). Moreover T2 is summable for any x e C(G) and T has its char-
acter, a distribution on G.

A sufficient condition for that the character of L is essentially a
locally summable function on S can be deduced from the result of
ttarish-Chandra [4(c), Th. 2, p. 477]. Let us state it. Let C be the
field of complex numbers. Consider the following conditions on S
and L.

(S) There exists a subgroup Z of S Z which has the following
property: denote by S_ and S_ the factor groups S/Z and S/Z re-
spectively and let _Z be the center of _S, then S-_S_Zs.

(L2) Lz--1, for every element z e Z. And L=(z)l ((z) e C),
for every element z of the inverse image of _Zs by the natural map-
ping S-_S.

(L3) Let 0 be the Lie algebra of S and its complexification.
Let be the center of the universal envelopping algebra of . Then

L,a= (z)a (z e , a(z) e C)
for any vector a in E which is indefinitely differentiable under L.

Lemma 2. If S and L fulfill Conditions (S), (L1), (L2), and
(L3), then the character v of L is essentially a locally summable func-
tion on S which is analytic on S G’.
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As will be seen in Theorem 2 in 3, in this case, the character r of
TL is also a locally summable function on G which is analytic on G’,
and is expressed by means of v by means of a simple formula.

:. Expression of by means of v. Denote by Co(G) the set of
all continuous functions on G which vanish outside some compact sets.
Let d (--u) be the normalized invariant measure on the coset

space K=\K such that d-1. And let dn and ds be Haar mea-

sures on N’ and S respectively. Then we can normalize Haar mea-
sure dg on G in such a way that for any x e Co(G),

Theorem 1. Under Condition (L1) on L in Lemma 1, the charac-
ter 7: of T is expressed as follows" for any x e C(G),

ax(g)r(g)dg
Sp(T)

idi,dnx(u-nsu)-1/2 (s)r(s)ds, (7)

where --u.Now let us assume that S and L ulfill the four conditions in
Lemma 2. Then L may be considered as a representation of the fac-
tor group S. Moreover since T2--1 for every z e Z, T may also be
considered as a representation of the factor group G_G_--G/Z. Corre-
spondingly, the characters v and may be considered as distributions
on _S and _G respectively. For our purpose, there exists no essential
difference or considering _G and _S instead of G and S. Therefore
hereafter, or convenience, we consider _G instead of G and denote G,
S, S, and _Zs simply by G, S, S, and Zs respectively (S/Z is de-
noted again by S and so on). The notations L, T’, v, and etc. are
preserved. Then the integral formula (7) remains valid. Since S is
the product of its center Zs and its connected component S, some
properties of connected reductive Lie groups are immediately trans-
lated on S.

Let ), ),..., )0 be a maximal set of Cartan subalgebras o 0 which
are not conjugate to each other under any inner automorphism o S.
Then every )0 is also a Cartan subalgebra of 0. Let A (H resp.) be
the Cartan subgroup of S (G resp.) corresponding to )0, that is, the
centralizer of )0 in S (G resp.). Then clearly H S--A and HS.
Now let A0 (H0 resp.) be the center of A (H resp.) and put Z
=HoAo. Then the indices p=[Ho Z] and q=[Ao Z] are finite.
If G is complex semisimple, k--1 S and H are connected, and there-
ore S=S,H=A-H-A, and p=q=l. Let A (H resp.) be the
normaliser of i)o in S (G resp.). Put W,=A/Ao and Wn-H/Ho.
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Then W operates on H as hh ghg-, where w e W and g is an
element of the coset w. Similarly W operates on A. The order w
of W is finite. For an element g e G, let D(g) be the coefficient of #
in det(Ad(g)-l/$l), where/--rank G-dim )0 and 1 is the identity
mapping on . For s e S, let Ad(s) denote the restriction on of
Ad(s) and let D(s) be the coefficient of -’ in det(Ad(s)-l/tl)
where l’ dim )g.

Theorem 2. If the four conditions in Lemma 2 are satisfied, we
change the notations as is cited above. Then the character 7r is es-
sentially a locally summable function on G which is expressed as fol-
lows" for any g e G’,

(g)- ID(g) I-1/2
(F, p F, ID(h)11/2r(h)}, ( 8 )

where h is an element of some H such that g-gohg for some
go e G, and the last summation runs over all w eW such that h
=(h) e A.

4. Deduction of Theorem 2; from Theorem 1. Now we men-
tion briefly to the proofs o Theorems I and 2. The proof of Theorem
1 is reduced essentially to a calculation o the trace o a certain
integral operator, by using our special realization o the induced
representation of L.

To deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1 under the four conditions
in Lemma 2, the following integral ormulas are essential. Take a
Cartan subgroup H of G. For a subset A of H, denote by G the set
of all elements o the form ghg- (h e A G’, g e G). Let g be the
natural mapping of G onto G--H0\G. Let h e H and g e G. Denote
g-hg by M where y-Hog e G. Let dg, d-, and dh be invariant meas-
ures on G, G and H respectively such that for any x e Co(G),

O HJo
Lemma:3. Let A be an open subset of H G’ and let f and

be measurable functions on G and A respectively. If f(h)(h) is
integrable on G A, then

IdI f(h)P(h)dh

f(g){ , (h)}lD(g)l-dg, (10)
JGA WtIJ h A

where hq is an element of H such that g-gohqg for some go e G and
the summation runs over all w for which h e A [see 4(c), p. 488, and
4(b), p. 508].

The analogous integral ormula is valid or S and A (recall that
S=SZs). From these ormulas or ]-1, 2,..., k, we obtain the
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following lemma. For every ] (l<]<k), let dh (heAO and d
(--Aos) be invariant measures on A and S-Ao\S such that for any
x e Co(S),

Ix(s)ds- IdIoX(hs)dh. (11)

Lemma 4. If f is an integrable function on S, then

I f(s)ds= I I dI f(s-hs)lD(h)ldh’ (12)
1 j=l J A

where --AJs for the ]-$h summand.
To deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1, first apply Lemma 4 to

the integral (7) and next apply Lemma 3 to it, then we obtain the
formula (8).

Note. Let G be the group of all real unimodular matrices of
order n and take S-S. Then Condition (S) is generally not
satisfied in this case. But for certain known representations of S,
we can prove the analogous formula as that in Theorem 2. For the
universal covering group of the above group G, we can find examples
for which p1 and q 1. Let G be the group of all n n matrices g
such that det g=_+l. Then G is not connected, but we can extend
Theorem 2 to G in certain cases.
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